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Energy Dashboard 

 
Overview 
The Center for Sustainability was in need of an instructional 
tool to educate the community about the benefits of 
renewable energy and energy conservation in the 
MorningStar home.  An energy dashboard was designed to show real-time data for the various 
renewable energies as well as the house consumption at the home.  Data visualization software was 
utilized to manipulate data streams to be used on the dashboard. 
 
Objectives 
To complete a renewable energy dashboard for the MorningStar home, data monitoring devices 
(current transformers) were installed on the panel breaker at the home and OSI software was used to 
create the energy monitoring interface. 
 
Approach 
• Literature review to access the importance of an energy dashboard 
• Researched energy dashboards to determine sponsor’s desired specifications 
• Created sketches and preliminary energy dashboard designs to determine desired layout and 

design that met sponsors specifications 
• Sequentric energy monitoring hardware was installed at the MorningStar home to record energy 

consumption in the home. 
• Set up AF structures and attributes using PI AF to call upon CT data and run calculations for power 

generation and consumption in the home 
• Designed dashboard design using photos from the home and PowerPoint 
• Received feedback from sponsors on design 
• Imported dashboard design to PI Processbook and added power data for wind, solar, charging 

station, home, and grid 
• Uploaded PI Processbook dashboard to Microsoft Sharepoint using PI Webparts 
• Created graphics using PI Coresight  
 
Outcomes 
The outcomes for this project are as follows: 
• The Center for Sustainability will now have an 

educational tool for tours of the MorningStar 
house 

• The dashboard will be referenced to put 
values to the benefits of renewable energy 
and the impact of house consumption on net 
energy of a building 

• After the tours, students and other observers 
will be able to explore the generation or 
consumption of the house over time 

• The dashboard will be the starting point for 
further monitoring of house appliances 

 


